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	The authors present a comprehensive study of efficient protocols and techniques for secure two-party computation – both general constructions that can be used to securely compute any functionality, and protocols for specific problems of interest. The book focuses on techniques for constructing efficient protocols and proving them secure. In addition, the authors study different definitional paradigms and compare the efficiency of protocols achieved under these different definitions.


	The book opens with a general introduction to secure computation and then presents definitions of security for a number of different adversary models and definitional paradigms. In the second part, the book shows how any functionality can be securely computed in an efficient way in the presence of semi-honest, malicious and covert adversaries. These general constructions provide a basis for understanding the feasibility of secure computation, and they are a good introduction to design paradigms and proof techniques for efficient protocols. In the final part, the book presents specific constructions of importance. The authors begin with an in-depth study of sigma protocols and zero knowledge, focusing on secure computation, and they then provide a comprehensive study of the fundamental oblivious transfer function. Starting from protocols that achieve privacy only, they show highly efficient constructions that achieve security in the presence of malicious adversaries for both a single and multiple batch executions. Oblivious pseudorandom function evaluation is then presented as an immediate application of oblivious transfer. Finally, the book concludes with two examples of high-level protocol problems that demonstrate how specific properties of a problem can be exploited to gain high efficiency: securely computing the kth-ranked element, and secure database and text search.


	This book is essential for practitioners and researchers in the field of secure protocols, particularly those with a focus on efficiency, and for researchers in the area of privacy-preserving data mining. This book can also be used as a textbook for an advanced course on secure protocols.
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Cisco IP Telephony (CIPT) (Authorized Self-Study) (2nd Edition) (Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2006
Foundation Learning for CCVP IP Telephony

 

Jeremy Cioara, CCIEÐ’® No. 11,727

 

Cisco IP Telephony (CIPT), Second Edition, is a CiscoÐ’®-authorized, self-paced learning tool for CCVP IP...
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Endoscopic Surgery of the Potential Anatomical SpacesSpringer, 2005

	“Anatomical potential spaces” is an attractive and no more abstract concept

	that offers new perspectives to a surgical world that is rapidily changing and

	becoming more complex.





	Powerful new technologies demand our attention and testify that our clinical

	work and research are deeply influenced by...
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MCSA Windows Server 2012 R2 Installation and Configuration Study Guide: Exam 70-410Sybex, 2015

	Master Windows Server installation and configuration with hands-on practice and interactive study aids for the MCSA: Windows Server 2012 R2 exam 70-410


	MCSA: Windows Server 2012 R2 Installation and Configuration Study Guide: Exam 70-410 provides complete preparation for exam 70-410: Installing and Configuring...
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Integration of Alternative Sources of EnergyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Our goal in writing this book was to discuss the ‘‘electrical side’’ of alternative energy sources. From the beginning, we felt that this approach would be a challenge that would be very difficult to fulfill. Most of the current technical work explores just one or two types of alternative energy sources, but the integration...
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Culture and Group Processes (Frontiers of Culture and Psychology)Oxford University Press, 2013

	Human beings are adapted for group living. Groups have a wide range of adaptive functions for individuals, including both material benefits of mutual aid and collective action, and subjective psychological benefits of affiliation and social identity. Recent development of cultural psychology, however, has uncovered that culture plays crucial...
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The United States and Western Europe since 1945: From "Empire" by Invitation to Transatlantic DriftOxford University Press, 2003
`Offers a powerful argument, presents a sophisticated narrative, and is a magisterial, and, indeed, the best synthesis available of transatlantic relations since 1945 - a massive achievement.' Andreas W. Daum, Political Science Quarterly     

       Based on new and existing research by a world-class scholar, this is the first book in 20...
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